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MULTI-PERSON STEREO DISPLAY SYSTEM 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of Invention 
This invention relates to the ?eld of multi-person stereo 

display systems incorporating head-tracking for immersive 
environments in virtual reality systems. 

2. Description of the Prior Art 
Many people have developed large immersive displays 

based on rear projection techniques. These systems gener 
ally incorporate a projection screen or multiple projection 
screens in large CRT-based projectors Which project images 
from a computer onto the screen. The user or users generally 
Wear ?icker stereo glasses and see images on the projection 
screens. The images on the projection screens are refreshed 
at 120 hertZ (or some other higher than normal vertical rate) 
and the ?icker glasses provide the user With different images 
to each eye by changing the opacity of the lens in front of 
each eye in sync With the accelerated vertical refresh of the 
monitor. 

These systems vary in their con?guration and may have 
betWeen 1 and 6 projection screens in a single system. In 
multi-screen con?gurations the vieWer may stand either in a 
corner at the junction betWeen 2 screens or in a room 
composed of several projection screens With images pro 
jected onto the Walls, ?oor and possibly even the ceiling. 
Each screen has an image projected on it by a projector 
Which is oriented behind the screen—possibly With an 
intervening mirror—Which relays the image and shortens the 
image path or folds in a convenient Way. In single screen 
systems, the screen is either oriented at an angle relative to 
the vieWer, much like a drafting table, or it may be oriented 
in a horiZontal orientation so that it more closely resembles 
a table surface. 

Some researchers, such as NRL have been doing similar 
Work With non head-tracked interfaces. In these settings, the 
vieWer or vieWers all see a stereo pair and for the best vieW 
should stand in a small cluster near the place Where the 
perspective is calculated from in the softWare. 

These systems have been demonstrated on a number of 
occasions. One of the early public demonstrations Was 
presented by Michael Deering of Sun Microsystems at 
Siggraph 1992. The Virtual Portal system incorporated three 
Walls Which Were projection screens, each of Which Was 
approximately 10x10‘ and surrounded the user Who Wore 
stereo glasses and a head-tracker. The head-tracker is used 
so that the computer can update the images appropriately as 
the user moves around. For example, if there is a cube in 
front of the user on the projection screen, as the user moves 
around the images are updated in such Way that the user may 
look at different sides of the cube by moving their head or 
Walking around it. 

In addition to large systems such as this, Michael Deering 
has also developed systems Which are based on a ?at, small 
monitor display as Would typically accompany a Worksta 
tion. Again, head-tracking is used so that the stereo images 
presented on the display give an illusion of an object ?oating 
in front of the user. The user can generally interact With these 
objects by use of a hand-tracker of some kind of a tracked 
Wand. The tracking technology for these systems is gener 
ally either electromagnetic in nature or acoustic. Michael 
Deering, in particular, has generally used acoustic tracking 
for various reasons. 

Other researchers have used magnetic tracking. An 
example of this Would be the systems that have been 
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2 
developed by the University of Illinois at Chicago 
(Electronic Visualization Lab) Which Were demonstrated at 
Siggraph 1993. These systems use an electromagnetic 
tracker to track the location of a person in a room composed 
of a number of large screens. The advantage of electromag 
netic tracking is that there are no “line-of-sight” require 
ments for the tracking technology to function correctly. 

These systems generally have one person Who Wears both 
the stereo glasses Which are standard ?icker glasses for 
stereo at 120 hertZ (approx. per eye) and the computer 
updates the perspective vieWs for left and right eyes accord 
ing to the location of this individual person. Thus, other 
people Who are also Wearing the stereo glasses Will see a 
stereo image but it is offset because the images are being 
calculated from the head-tracked point of vieW rather than 
from their oWn point of vieW. 

Consider the cube example: if there is a virtual cube and 
person A is standing on one side of the cube With the 
head-tracker and another person B is actually standing on 
the other side of the cube, both people in fact see the same 
image because only one vieW is presented and it is from the 
point of vieW of person A Who has the head-tracker. The 
person B Without the head-tracker sees an incorrect vieW. 
For person B to get a correct vieW, the tracker Would have 
to be passed over to person B and the image calculated from 
B’s point of vieW. of course, thenAis getting the Wrong vieW 
Which is not ideal. In general, When using these systems 
there has been the restriction that users Who are passively 
vieWing the system must stand close to the person With the 
head-tracker in order to get an incorrect but sort of accept 
able perspective. 

In a multi-screen projection environment, this limits the 
number of people Who get a reasonable vieW to just a couple 
of people and also restricts the mobility of those Who all 
must stay as a small group inside the room. This means that 
things like collaborative computing and collaborative design 
are di?icult because one person is essentially in control of 
What everybody sees. In other systems, this is also an issue. 
For example, the responsive Workbench, originally devel 
oped at GMD in Germany, is a ?at table-top display and 
again headtracking With stereo glasses is used so that one 
may see a stereo image on the table. If multiple people are 
looking at the table together, only those people Who are very 
close to the person With the head-tracker see a reasonable 
vieW and as this person moves around, the passive vieWer’s 
perspectives are very distorted. This is particularly objec 
tionable in situations such as training and situation aWare 
ness or planning. In a training exercise, a surgeon may be 
attempting to illustrate a procedure to a student and the 
student Would like to be able to see the procedure from the 
correct perspective from their point of vieW. The surgeon 
also needs to be able to see the operation proceeding 
correctly from her oWn point of vieW and it is unacceptable 
for the vieW of either person to be incorrect. 

Thus, in all present systems, a single vieWer has both the 
head-tracker and the stereo glasses and this person essen 
tially controls the vieW that all other participants Will see. 
We have developed a system Which eliminates this restric 
tion and simultaneously provides the correct perspective to 
more than one person. This is a tremendous step forWard for 
presenting a virtual environment in a large projection-type 
display to more than one person at a time Which is very 
important for collaborative computing and collaborative 
design. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The invention is a system Which includes softWare, video 
muxing, control, and special ?icker glasses. The system is 
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currently controlled by a personal computer (PC) which may 
be easily replaced by a micro controller, or other electronics. 

The invention is described in terms of two independent 
viewpoints into the computer generated scene. In general the 
same basic scheme may be eXtended to N viewers. The 
invention is framed in the context of CRT based projectors 
which have 3 lenses (Red, Green, and Blue). The technology 
of projection displays is a rapidly evolving ?eld and the use 
of LCD or DMD projectors may offer some alternate con 
?gurations which are advantageous. In particular, we eXpect 
that a DMD projector would work well and allow one to 
support a large number of viewers. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 shows a typical, basic one correct view system 
incorporating a computer and projector on a tabletop display. 

FIG. 2 shows a multi-screen, rear projection system as is 
typical with a single, active viewer. 

FIG. 3 illustrates the basic system diagram for two people 
with a single projector and a single computer with a frame 
buffer and a multi-channel option. 

FIG. 4 shows the con?guration for high frame rate multi 
person stereo using two people as an eXample con?guration. 

FIG. 5 illustrates the sequence for the shutters in FIG. 4 
with the shutters for each projector as a single row in the 
table and assuming the shutters for the projectors have a fast 
on time, but a slow transition from on to off. 

FIG. 6 shows a technique for increasing the ef?ciency of 
the system under the condition that the on and off times for 
the shutters is asymmetric. 

FIG. 7 shows the technique of FIG. 6 and the timing of the 
glasses relative to the projector shutters. 

FIG. 8 shows the timing for a system with four viewers 
rather than two. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE REFERENCE 
NUMERALS IN THE FIGURES 

Number Description 

100 Computer 
105 Projector 
110 Mirror 
120 Rear projection screen 
130 Tracker source 

140 Tracker receiver 
150 Stereo glasses 
160 User with head tracker 140 and Stereo glasses 
161 User with stereo glasses 
162 User with stereo glasses 
163 User with stereo glasses 
170 User’s left eye view (all viewers see the same 

left image) 
180 User’s right eye view (all viewers see the same 

right image) 
190 Glasses controller 
210 Left screen 

220 Center screen 

230 Right screen 
240 User 
250 Left projector 
260 Center projector 
270 Right projector 
300 Silicon Graphics frame buffer 
301 Area where Person A left eye view is drawn 
302 Area where Person A right eye view is drawn 
303 Area where Person B left eye view is drawn 
304 Area where Person B right eye view is drawn 
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-continued 

Number Description 

305 Alternate frame buffer con?guration 
310 Video 2:1 mud 
320 Projector 
330 Projection surface, possibly incorporating 

mirrors 
340 StereoGraphics GDC3 
350 Personal computer parallel port interface 
360 Personal computer 
370 Shutter driver electronics 
371 Shutter driver electronics 
372 Shutter driver electronics 
373 Shutter driver electronics 
375 Filter (typical) 
380 Person A glasses 
381 Left eye shutter 
382 Right eye shutter 
390 Person B glasses 
391 Left eye shutter 
392 Right eye shutter 
401 Frame buffer Person A 
402 Frame buffer Person B 
403 Projector A 
404 Projector B 
405 A, B, C Electronically controlled optical 

shutter(s) for projector A 
410 A, B, C Electronically controlled optical 

shutter(s) for projector B 
420 Immersive workbench screen system 
430 Glasses Person A 
440 Glasses Person B 
450 Personal computer and control software 
460 Parallel port interface 
470 Shutter drive electronics 
480 Shutter drive electronics 
490 Dual-channel shutter drive electronics for 

glasses of person A 
495 Dual-channel shutter drive electronics for 

glasses of person B 
500 Time starting for a single sequence 
505 Shutter for Projector A on and Person A left 

glasses on 
510 Projector A still on, glasses A right on 
520 Shutters for Projector A turning off, glasses A 

right turn off 
530 Projector B on, and glasses Person B left on 
540 Projector B still on, glasses Person B right on 
550 Projector B shutters turning off, Person B right 

shutter turning off 
560 End of cycle 
591 State for shutter(s) in front of lens(s) of 

Projector A, high = on 
592 State for shutter(s) in front of lens(s) of 

Projector B, high = on 
593 Glasses, shutter Person A left eye 
594 Glasses, shutter Person A right eye 
595 Glasses, shutters Person B left eye 
596 Glasses, shutters Person B right eye 
600 Start of sequence 
601 Transition from A to B 
602 B active 
603 Transition from B to A 
610 Transition from B to A ends 
611 Projector A turning off 
612 Projector B on 
613 Projector B turning off 
614 A on 

700 Start of sequence 
705 Projector A shutters turned on, glasses A left on 
710 Projector A shutters still on, glasses A switch 

to right on, left off 
720 Projector A shutters transitions on to off, 

Projector B transitions off to on both glasses 
off 

730 Projector B shutters on, glasses B left on 
740 Projector B still on, glasses B switch to right 

on 

750 end of sequence 
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-continued 

Number Description 

791 State for shutter(s) in front of lens(s) of 
Projector A, high = on 

792 State for shutter(s) in front of lens(s) of 
Projector B, high = on 

793 Glasses, shutter Person A left eye 
794 Glasses, shutter Person A right eye 
795 Glasses, shutters Person B left eye 
796 Glasses, shutters Person B right eye 
800 Start of sequence 
801 State for shutter(s) in front of lens(s) of 

Projector A, high = on 
802 State for shutter(s) in front of lens(s) of 

Projector B, high = on 
803 State for shutter(s) in front of lens(s) of 

Projector C, high = on 
804 State for shutter(s) in front of lens(s) of 

Projector D, high = on 
810 Projector A on and Glasses A Left on 
811 Glasses, shutter Person A left eye 
812 Glasses, shutter Person A right eye 
820 Projector A on and Glasses A Right on 
821 Glasses, shutters Person B left eye 
822 Glasses, shutters Person B right eye 
830 Transition Projector to Projector B all glasses 

off 
831 Glasses, shutter Person C left eye 
832 Glasses, shutter Person C right eye 
840 Projector B on and Glasses B Left on 
841 Glasses, shutters Person D left eye 
842 Glasses, shutters Person D right eye 
850 Projector B on and Glasses B Right on 
860 Projector C on and Glasses C Left on 
870 Projector C on and Glasses C Right on 
880 Transition Projector to Projector B all glasses 

off 
890 Projector D on and Glasses D Left on 
895 Projector D on and Glasses D Right on 

DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

FIG. 1 illustrates the basic system for the single correct 
viewer case. In this system, a computer (100) generates an 
image based on the position and orientation of the viewer 
(160) who’s head motions are detected by the head tracker 
which is composed of source (130), and sensor (140). The 
data from the tracker is relayed to the computer (100) and 
this position and orientation data is used to compute the 
correct left and right eye perspective views from the per 
son’s point of view. These images are generated by the 
computer and relayed to the projector (105). The images 
from the projector go through mirror (110) and appear on the 
display surface (120). The viewer 160 sees different images 
in the left and right eyes through the glasses (150). The 
right/left opening of the glasses is controlled by controller 
(190) which is often infrared but might need a wire to the 
glasses. As previously described, these glasses ?icker in 
time to an infrared beacon (190) which is also controlled by 
the computer (100). The person (160) sees the images (170) 
and (180) in their left and right eyes, respectively, thus 
giving the illusion of a model (in this case a cube) being 
on/in/above the table. As the person (160) moves their head, 
these images are updated by the computer and the illusion is 
maintained. Viewers 161, 162, and 163 also see the same 
stereo pair on the table as person 160. The view from their 
perspective is incorrect however. For example, person 163 
should see a different face of the cube than will person 160. 
However, the current state of the art does not permit this. 
Instead the same view as person 160 is seen. For viewers 161 
and 162 there is an error but if they stand very close to 
person 160 they will see an OK image pair. 
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6 
FIG. 2 illustrates a multi-screen system in which the 

viewer stands surrounded by three large screens. Again, the 
images on the three screens are presented in stereo. The 
image on the left screen (210) is projected onto the screen by 
projector (250). The image on the center screen (220) is 
projected by projector (260), and the image on the right 
screen (230) is projected by projector (270). The viewer 
(240) is head tracked and can look around in this space and 
see a stereo image on all three screens simultaneously. Thus, 
there is an illusion of being “in” a space. Of course, this is 
true only for this single viewer (240). If another viewer were 
to step into the room and was to be in an opposite corner, for 
instance, the view would not be correct. 

FIG. 3 illustrates the system diagram for two people, both 
seeing stereo images, in a system which incorporates a 
single projector. The images that the two people see are 
generated by a Silicon Graphics machine. The images gen 
erated by the computer are stored in a frame buffer. In this 
case, the frame buffer is organized as shown by (300). The 
frame buffer is essentially 2,048 pixels tall and 1,280 pixels 
wide. This buffer is divided into four areas for the left and 
right eyes of each of the two participants. In frame buffer 
(300), area (301) is used by the left eye of Person A, and area 
(302) is used by the right eye of Person A. Area (303) is used 
by the left eye of Person B and area (304) is used by the right 
eye of Person B. The video data from these areas comes out 
over 6 cables (RGB per eye). Three of the cables come out 
of the frame buffer for Person A and three of them for Person 
B. This is an SGI with a multi-channel option in the 
2@1280><1024i60 mode. In addition to the con?guration 
shown, alternate con?gurations as shown in (305) are also 
possible with simple software changes on the SGI and the 
PC which controls the glasses. The images from the frame 
buffer are taken into a 2:1 mux (310). This video mux can 
switch between input “A” and input “B” and produces a 
single video signal over the three cables which go to the 
projector (320). Thus, by controlling the state of mux (310), 
one may switch between Person “A” and Person “B.” The 
image from projector (320) passes to a display surface (330). 
In getting onto the projection surface the image may be 
bounced through a mirror in order to fold the optical path for 
convenience. In addition to the projector receiving the video 
imagery from the mux (310), a GDC3 controller is used to 
generate the vertical sync information. This unit takes in 
composite sync from one of the two video channels and 
produces a sync signal with an added vertical sync signal in 
the middle of the image for the projector. In addition, it 
produces a signal which switches at 60 hertZ. This signal is 
fed to the parallel port interface (350) of personal computer 
(360). The state of the signal from the GDC3 is used by the 
PC to determine which eye should be unveiled. In addition, 
this signal is used as a reference for keeping the personal 
computer synchronized to the vertical sync of the images 
coming into the system from the Silicon Graphics computer. 
The sync from the GDC3, which is running at 120 hertZ, 
goes to the projector (320). The parallel port interface (350) 
interfaces between the personal computer (360) and the rest 
of the system. The drive signal from the GEC3 comes into 
the parallel port and causes an interrupt on the PC which 
indicates that a frame is starting. This interrupt is triggered 
by the edge of the drive signal rather than the logic level. 
The software on the PC controls the state of the mux (310), 
and also the state of the shutters in the glasses (381, 382, 
391, 392). Between the parallel port interface (350) and the 
glasses there are some drive electronic units (370,371,372, 
373). The parallel port output to the glasses goes through a 
buffer and this buffer provides enough energy to drive the 
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shutters to the desired state. Because the drive Wave form for 
the shutters Will be asymmetric, a ?lter is used to AC couple 
the shutters from the drive electronics. For example, the 
drive electronics (373) interfaces betWeen the parallel port 
interface (350) and the glasses (380) in particular, one of the 
tWo lenses (382 or 381) and betWeen the driver and the 
glasses one Will see the ?lter (375) Which is composed of a 
capacitor and a resister Which AC couple the signal betWeen 
the driver and the shutter so that the shutter is not damaged. 
Similarly, the other lenses are driven by a similar ?lter 
netWork and drive electronics (372, 371, 370). 

The PC 360 is used as a central controller for the various 
timing requirements. The PC uses its parallel port to inter 
face to the system and to control the timing. Various bits on 
the parallel port control Which of the four eyes is “open” and 
the state of the 2:1 muX. The GDC-3 DRIVE output is 
connected to pin 10 of the parallel port Which is an input to 
the PC. In this Way, the PC determines Which eye should be 
shoWn. In addition, the PC determines the state of the 2:1 
muX thus determining Which video image Will be routed to 
the projector during this frame time. 

The PC 360 controls Which eye and Which person is being 
displayed; it can turn on the respective shutters for making 
that vieW visible to the correct eye. It does this by outputting 
the correct bit on the parallel port interface for turning the 
correct shutter on. The shutters are actually driven by the 
shutter drivers (373) and the intervening ?lter (375) and so 
the PC just outputs a high-level to indicate that the glasses 
for that person should be used and the high is routed either 
to the left eye or the right eye interface. Thus, person A has 
a stereo pair. Each eye saW an image for 1/12sth of a second 
and the entire process took 1/60th of a second. The PC noW 
sWitches the muX over to position B and the muX is left there 
for 1/60th of a second Which is long enough for a full video 
image (1280x1024) to get routed to the projector. In the 
midst of this frame, of course, the GDC3 again inserts an 
additional vertical sync pulse and sWitches the drive signal 
again and this occurs at the half-Way point so tWo images of 
1280 horiZontal by 492 vertical Will be displayed by the 
projector on the immersive Work bench. The PC gets the 
same information as before, but as the muX is in position B, 
routes the control signals for the glasses over to the glasses 
belonging to person B by controlling the drivers (371 and 
370). That essentially concludes the rendering of a single 
frame for both people. Each person saW an image in each of 
their eyes for 1/12oth of second, i.e., 1/60th of a second each, 
so, overall, the update rate is 30 hertZ because each person 
gets 1/60th and tWo 60th’s is 1/30th. 
We move noW to an alternate con?guration Which permits 

one to reach display rates Which are higher than 30 hertZ 
stereo Which is a little ?ickery. 

FIG. 4 shoWs a projector and glasses con?guration Which 
enables high-resolution multi-person stereo With high frame 
rates. This system is composed of tWo frame buffers or other 
video sources Which generally Would come from a computer 
such as a Silicon Graphics Reality Engine or some other type 
of graphics Workstation or personal computer. These are 
represented by the areas shoWn as 401 and 402. These frame 
buffers are connected to tWo independent projectors. Frame 
buffer (401) is connected to projector (403). This projector 
Will display the image from frame buffer (401) on the 
display surface (420). The projector is mounted so that the 
image appears on the projection surface after passing 
through the shutters (405A, 405B, and 405C). These shutters 
could be con?gured as a single panel; current off the shelf 
shutters are available up to approximately 4“ in diameter. 

Frame buffer (402) is interfaced to projector (404) Whose 
image passes through shutters (410A, B, and C) on its Way 
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8 
to display (420). The images from the frame buffers (401 and 
402) displayed by the projectors on the display surface may 
be driven in stereo from each of the frame buffers so that the 
projectors are running at a vertical frequency higher than 
normal and displaying alternate frames of left and right eye 
imagery. The images from the tWo projectors are aligned 
onto the display surface (420) and When the system is in 
operation, the person A looking through glasses (430) Will 
only be able to see the image from projectorA and the person 
using glasses (440) Will only be able to see the image from 
projector (404). In practice, there Will be some bleed 
through of both the glasses and the shutters so that the 
images seen by each person Will also include some slight 
visual “shadoWs” Where the other image is being displayed. 
This may be improved by improving the contrast ratio of the 
various optical shutters and by improving the off-axis per 
formance of the various shutters and the performance of the 
projectors. The sync signal from each of the frame buffers is 
fed to a personal computer Which monitors the position of 
each projector relative to the top of the picture by counting 
Async and B sync as required. In fact, the PC may easily be 
replaced by a custom controller, or a microcomputer, or 
processor of some kind. In this system, the personal com 
puter (450) controls the state of the various shutters through 
parallel port interface (460). This interface alloWs the per 
sonal computer to control the shutters for projector A (405 
A, B, and C) Which are driven by driver (480). The images 
from projector B also pass through shutters (410 A, B, and 
C). These shutters are controlled by the PC through the 
parallel port interface and driver (470). The PC also controls 
the state of each of the lenses in the glasses (430 and 440). 
This is done by the drive circuitry (490 and 495). In 
operation, the shutters for projector A and projector B are 
driven at a fast rate so that the images coming from the 
projectors are simultaneously displayed on the immersive 
Workbench from an eXternal point of vieW. So, if you Were 
to look at the table Without the glasses on you Would see both 
the left and right eye images from both frame buffer A and 
frame buffer B on the table. The shutters in front of each 
projector are turning on and off very quickly (>100 HZ) in 
order to modulate the light coming from the projector and 
hitting the table. They are modulating the light in a Ping 
Pong fashion so that any instant in time, only one of the tWo 
images Will actually be on the table. The shutters are thus 
being driven much quicker than the vertical frequency of the 
tWo projectors. This frequency is someWhat adjustable. It is 
obviously impractical for this to be less than 30 hertZ 
because otherWise one might as Well use the con?guration 
shoWn in FIG. 3 Which uses only one projector instead of 
tWo. Of course, if one had a special projector Which could 
shoW images at a very high rate, then one could eliminate the 
shutters 405ABC and 410ABC. The rest of the design Would 
stay essentially the same. 

FIG. 5 shoWs the various states of the shutters in the 
system shoWn in FIG. 4 over time. The ?rst cycle of the 
sequence is for person Ato see the left and right eye images 
Which are appropriate. FolloWing this, the second person, 
Person B, sees the left and right eye images from their 
respective points of vieW. This is accomplished in the 
folloWing manner. Time in the ?gures runs from left to right. 
In this ?gure, time “starts” at the transition from opaque to 
clear of the shutters in front of projector A. This start of the 
sequence is shoWn by the marker (500). Time in the ?gure 
runs to the right and the state of the various shutters is 
indicated by the line to the right of the name of the shutter 
and the folloWing shutters are shoWn: 591 indicates the 
shutters that are located in front of the projection lenses for 
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the projector corresponding to person A. 592 is representa 
tive of the shutters Which are positioned in front of the lenses 
of projector B. 593 represents the state of the shutters in 
front of the personA over their left eye. 594 is for the shutter 
over Person A’s right eye. 595 is over Person B’s left eye, 
and 596 is over Person B’s right eye. The exact ordering of 
the states for shutters 593 through 596 is actually dependent 
upon Which eye image is draWn in the frame buffer is What 
position; thus, if one Were to draW the images differently in 
the frame buffers, one Would need to adjust the timing of the 
shutters accordingly. This particular con?guration Was cho 
sen someWhat arbitrarily. As time progresses, the states of 
the shutters are changed by the controller and the state of 
each shutter is indicated by the line and a high state indicates 
that the shutter is clear. AloW state indicates that that shutter 
is opaque. The transitions from clear to opaque, or opaque 
to clear, are not instantaneous, in general, and take some 
time. In fact, shutters may be designed Which have unbal 
anced transitions as shoWn in this diagram Where for the 
shutters in front of the projectors, the transition from opaque 
to clear is very quick, and the transition from clear to opaque 
is someWhat sloWer. The system Which We have constructed 
uses a different shutter material for the glasses than it does 
for the projectors. The shutter material for the glasses can be 
manufactured only in small shutters Which are too small for 
use directly in front of the lenses for a projector. HoWever, 
it is possible in the future that this siZe limitation Will be 
lifted, in Which case the transition time for both shutters over 
the projector and those over the glasses Would be more 
instantaneous and this Would simplify the system’s design 
and increase the overall ef?ciency. As time progresses from 
the start of the cycle at 500 to 505, the shutter in front of the 
projector for person A (591) is clear and the image from the 
projector Will reach the display screen. Also during this time, 
the shutter in front of person A’s left eye shutter (593) is also 
turned on and the person’s left eye Will see the image from 
projector A. In the neXt instant (510), the shutter for pro 
jector A is still on so 591, as you can see, is still high, 593 
is turned off, and the person’s left eye can noW no longer see 
the display and the shutter for the person’s right eye (594) 
has been turned on and can noW see the display. At this point 
in time, of course, it is eXpected that the image from the 
frame buffer Which person’s right eye should be seeing, is 
being fed to the display to the projector. In the neXt instant 
(520), the shutters for the projector A are being turned off 
and this transition occurs over a small time period and 
someWhere during this time period the glasses for person A 
should be completely turned off, as shoWn in the ?gure. 
Thus, at the end of time period (520), the projectorAshutters 
are completely off, as are both left and right eye shutters for 
person A. In the neXt instant (530), projector shutters (592) 
are turned on, thus alloWing light from projector B to How 
to the display. The shutters for the glasses A are left off and 
the shutters for the B person are adjusted. In the ?rst instant, 
shutter (595) is turned on and person B’s left eye sees the left 
eye image. At the end of this instant the shutter for the 
person B’s left eye (595) is turned off and in the neXt instant 
(540), the glasses for person B Will sWitch over to the right 
eye so that shutter (596) is on and (595) is off. The shutter 
for the projector B (592) is left on. During instant (550), the 
shutters for projector B are turned off and at some point 
during this interval the shutter for person B’s right eye (596) 
is also turned off. Thus, at the end of time period 50, We are 
noW back at the same point as We Were at the beginning of 
the ?gure and starting at 560, the sequence Which started 
originally at 500 Would be repeated ad in?nitum. This 
sequence can be repeated as quickly as it is possible to 
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10 
sWitch the shutters With reasonable losses. As you can Well 
imagine, the transition time of the projector shutters, shoWn 
here in time period 520, and 550, Will become the dominant 
period as the frequency of repetition is increased. These 
transition times limit the maximum possible ef?ciency of the 
system. 

FIG. 6 illustrates a signi?cant ef?ciency improvement 
over FIG. 5. As mentioned in reference to FIG. 5, the 
sWitching time of the shutters for the projectors heavily 
in?uences the achievable ef?ciency of the system as shoWn. 
In order to increase the ef?ciency of the system, We can take 
advantage of the fact that the shutters in front of the 
projectors are asymmetric and that this asymmetry in turn 
on/turn off time may be set up so that it either happens on 
the on to off transition or on the off to on transition. But 

setting up the projectors With projector A having a fast on 
time and a sloW off time and projector B having a fast off 
time and a sloW on time, We can improve the overall 
ef?ciency of the system, as shoWn in FIG. 6. 
At time (600), projector A turns on and projector B turns 

off. This occurs fairly quickly and projector A is left on and 
projector B is left off until time (601). At time (601), the 
transition for project A is begun as is the transition for 
projector B. By the end of this time period at (602), projector 
B is noW on and projector A is noW off. This time is duly 
used for the transition of both projectors resulting in an 
ef?ciency. At the end of time period (603), We again sWitch 
Which projector is on, and, as both shutters are in the state 
from Which they can sWitch quickly, this transition is fairly 
fast. The con?guration shoWn in FIG. 5 results in the 
folloWing sequence, Which, as you can see, takes longer. 
Projector A and B use the same type of shutter Which has a 
fast on time and a sloW off time. At instant (610) projector 
A is turned on as B has turned completely off. At (611), We 
start the transition for projector A from on to off, and at 
(612), projector B is turned fully on noW that projector A is 
fully off. At (613), We begin the transition for projector B 
turning off and at (614), We again turn projector A back on 
again. As you can see, this sequence takes longer than the 
sequence Where the asymmetric shutter turn on, turn off 
curves have been used to our advantage. 

FIG. 7 illustrates the combination of the increased ef? 
ciency as described in FIG. 6 With the states of the glasses 
for the tWo vieWers. 791 is the state of the shutters in front 
of Projector A. 792 is the state of the shutters in front of 
Projector B. 793 and 794 are the states of the left and right 
shutters in the glasses for person A. 795 and 796 are the 
states of the shutters for the left and right eyes of person B. 
Time starts at mark 700 and proceeds right to left to 750 at 
Which point the sequence is repeated. In time 705, The left 
vieW from projector Ais seen. In duration 710 the right vieW 
for person A is seen. In duration 720 the transition from 
projector A to projector B is made and all glasses are off. In 
duration 730 the left eye vieW of B is seen. In duration 740 
the right eye vieW of B is seen. As you can see, there is a lot 
less “dead” time in this ?gure than in FIG. 5 by overlapping 
the transitions of the projector shutters, a more ef?cient 
system is achieved. 

FIG. 8 illustrates the system timing With four independent 
vieWers using four projectors. The projectors are continu 
ously projecting sequential stereo images and shutters 
betWeen the projectors and the display surface determine 
Which of the four projectors is illuminating the screen at any 
instant in time. Time in the ?gure starts at 800 and runs to 
the right. During time 810 projector A801 is enabled and the 
left eye 811 of the A glasses is on. During time 820 projector 
A801 is enabled and the right eye 812 of the A glasses is on. 
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During time 830 the transition is made from projectorA801 
to projector B 802. During time 840 projector B 802 is 
enabled and the left eye 821 of the B glasses is on. During 
time 850 projector B 802 is enabled and the right eye 822 of 
the B glasses is on. During time 860 projector C 803 is 
enabled and the left eye 831 of the C glasses is on. During 
time 870 projector C 803 is enabled and the right eye 832 of 
the C glasses is on. During time 880 the transition is made 
from projector C 803 to projector D 804. During time 890 
projector D 804 is enabled and the left eye 841 of the D 
glasses is on. During time 895 projector D 804 is enabled 
and the right eye 842 of the D glasses is on. Thus at time 899 
We are back at the start of the sequence. Four independent 
stereo vieWs have been presented to four independent vieW 
ers. 

We claim: 
1. A multi-person stereoscopic display system compris 

ing: 
a display surface; 
a ?rst pair of stereoscopic shutter glasses for use by a ?rst 

vieWer, the ?rst vieWer having a ?rst position; 
a second pair of stereoscopic shutter glasses for use by a 

second vieWer, the second vieWer having a second 
position; 

tracking means for tracking the ?rst position of the ?rst 
vieWer and the second position of the second vieWer 
relative to the display surface; 

a computer programmed to generate a ?rst set of stereo 
images and a second set of stereo images, the ?rst set 
of stereo images being determined by the ?rst position 
of the ?rst vieWer, the second set of stereo images being 
determined by the second position of the second 
vieWer, the ?rst and second set of images are to be 
transmitted to the display surface, and 

a controlling unit Which controls the state of the optical 
transparency of shutters in the ?rst pair of glasses and 
the second pair of glasses; said controlling unit oper 
ating in conjunction With the computer to control the 
?rst pair of glasses and the second pair of glasses so 
that the ?rst pair of glasses is stereoscopically trans 
parent When the ?rst set of stereo images is displayed 
on the display surface, and control the second pair of 
glasses so that the second pair of glasses is stereoscopi 
cally transparent When the second set of stereo images 
is displayed on the display surface. 

2. A stereoscopic display system for use by a plurality of 
vieWers comprising: 

a display surface; 
a plurality of stereoscopic shutter glasses for use by a 

plurality of vieWers, each of the plurality of vieWers 
having a position; 

tracking means for tracking the position of each of the 
plurality of vieWers relative to the display surface; 

a computer programmed to generate a plurality of sets of 
stereo images, each of said plurality of set of stereo 
images corresponding to the position of a particular 
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vieWer as determined by the tracking means, the plu 
rality of sets of stereo images to be presented on the 
display surface; and 

a controlling unit Which controls the state of the optical 
transparency of shutters in each of the plurality of 
shutter glasses; said controlling unit operating in con 
junction With the computer to control the plurality of 
shutter glasses so that each pair of shutter glasses is 
stereoscopically transparent When the stereo images 
corresponding to the position of the vieWer Wearing the 
particular pair of shutter glasses is displayed on the 
display surface. 

3. A multi-person stereoscopic display system as in claim 
1 Where the stereoscopic shutter glasses further comprise, 

a glasses frame suitable for supporting a pair of glasses, 
said glasses frame removably disposed on a user’s 
head; 

a right eye shutter disposed Within the glasses frame in 
front of the right eye, Where said right eye shutter is 
opaque When closed and transparent When open, Where 
said shutter opens and closes according to an electronic 
signal timed such that the user’s right eye sees an 
image, displayed on the display surface, intended spe 
ci?cally for the user’s right eye, and Where the shutter 
is closed at all other times; and, 

a left eye shutter disposed Within the glasses frame in 
front of the right eye, Where said left eye shutter is 
opaque When closed and transparent When open, Where 
said shutter opens and closes according to an electronic 
signal timed such that the user’s left eye sees an image, 
displayed on the display surface, intended speci?cally 
for the user’s left eye, and Where the shutter is closed 
at all other times. 

4. A multi-person stereoscopic display system as in claim 
2 Where the stereoscopic shutter glasses further comprise, 

a glasses frame suitable for supporting a pair of glasses, 
said glasses frame removably disposed on a user’s 
head; 

a right eye shutter disposed Within the glasses frame in 
front of the right eye, Where said right eye shutter is 
opaque When closed and transparent When open, Where 
said shutter opens and closes according to an electronic 
signal timed such that the user’s right eye sees an 
image, displayed on the display surface, intended spe 
ci?cally for the user’s right eye, and Where the shutter 
is closed at all other times; and, 

a left eye shutter disposed Within the glasses frame in 
front of the right eye, Where said left eye shutter is 
opaque When closed and transparent When open, Where 
said shutter opens and closes according to an electronic 
signal timed such that the user’s left eye sees an image, 
displayed on the display surface, intended speci?cally 
for the user’s left eye, and Where the shutter is closed 
at all other times. 
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MULTI-PERSON STEREO DISPLAY SYSTEM 

This application it a continuation of US. application Ser. 
No. 08/748,595 ?led Nov. 13, 1996, now US. Pat. No. 
6,535,241. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTIONS 

This invention relates to the ?eld of multi-person stereo 
display systems incorporating head-tracking for immersive 
environments in virtual reality systems. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTIONS 

Many people have developed large immersive displays 
based on rear projection techniques. These systems gener 
ally incorporate a projection screen or multiple projection 
screens in large CRT-based projectors Which project images 
from a computer onto the screen. The user or users generally 
Wear ?icker stereo glasses and see images on the projection 
screens. The images on the projection screens are refreshed 
at 120 hertZ (or some other higher than normal vertical rate) 
and the ?icker glasses provide the user With different images 
to each eye by changing the opacity of the lens in front of 
each eye in sync With the accelerated vertical refresh of the 
monitor. 

These systems vary in their con?guration and may have 
betWeen 1 and 6 projection screens in a single system. In 
multi-screen con?gurations the vieWer may stand either in a 
corner at the junction betWeen 2 screens or in a room 
composed of several projection screens With images pro 
jected onto the Walls, ?oor and possibly even the ceiling. 
Each screen has an image projected on it by a projector 
Which is oriented behind the screen—possibly With an 
intervening mirror—Which relays the image and shortens the 
image path or folds in a convenient Way. In single screen 
systems, the screen is either oriented at an angle relative to 
the vieWer, much like a drafting table, or it may be oriented 
in a horiZontal orientation so that it more closely resembles 
a table surface. 

Some researchers, such as NRL have been doing similar 
Work With non head-tracked interfaces. In these settings, the 
vieWer or vieWers all see a stereo pair and for the best vieW 
should stand in a small cluster near the place Where the 
perspective is calculated from in the softWare. 

These systems have been demonstrated on a number of 
occasions. One of the early public demonstrations Was 
presented by Michael Deering of Sun Microsystems at 
Siggraph 1992. The Virtual Portal system incorporated three 
Walls Which Were projection screens, each of Which Was 
approximately 10‘.times.10‘ and surrounded the user Who 
Wore stereo glasses and a head-tracker. The head-tracker is 
used so that the computer can update the images appropri 
ately as the user moves around. For example, if there is a 
cube in front of the user on the projection screen, as the user 
moves around the images are updated in such Way that the 
user may look at different sides of the cube by moving their 
head or Walking around it. 

In addition to large systems such as this, Michael Deering 
has also developed systems Which are based on a ?at, small 
monitor display as Would typically accompany a Worksta 
tion. Again, head-tracking is used so that the stereo images 
presented on the display give an illusion of an object ?oating 
in front of the user. The user can generally interact With these 
objects by use of a hand-tracker of some kind of a tracked 
Wand. The tracking technology for these systems is gener 
ally either electromagnetic in nature or acoustic. Michael 
Deering, in particular, has generally used acoustic tracking 
for various reasons. 
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2 
Other researchers have used magnetic tracking. An 

example of this Would be the systems that have been 
developed by the University of Illinois at Chicago 
(Electronic Visualization Lab) Which Were demonstrated at 
Siggraph 1993. These systems use an electromagnetic 
tracker to track the location of a person in a room composed 
of a number of large screens. The advantage of electromag 
netic tracking is that there are no “line-of-sight” require 
ments for the tracking technology to function correctly. 

These systems generally have one person Who Wears both 
the stereo glasses Which are standard ?icker glasses for 
stereo at 120 hertZ (approx. per eye) and the computer 
updates the perspective vieWs for left and right eyes accord 
ing to the location of this individual person. Thus, other 
people Who are also Wearing the stereo glasses Will see a 
stereo image but it is offset because the images are being 
calculated from the head-tracked point of vieW rather than 
from their oWn point of vieW. 

Consider the cube example: if there is a virtual cube and 
person A is standing on one side of the cube With the 
head-tracker and another person B is actually standing on 
the other side of the cube, both people in fact see the same 
image because only one vieW is presented and it is from the 
point of vieW of person A Who has the head-tracker. The 
person B Without the head-tracker sees an incorrect vieW. 
For person B to get a correct vieW, the tracker Would have 
to be passed over to person B and the image calculated from 
B’s point of vieW. of course, thenAis getting the Wrong vieW 
Which is not ideal. In general, When using these systems 
there has been the restriction that users Who are passively 
vieWing the system must stand close to the person With the 
head-tracker in order to get an incorrect but sort of accept 
able perspective. 

In a multi-screen projection environment, this limits the 
number of people Who get a reasonable vieW to just a couple 
of people and also restricts the mobility of those Who all 
must stay as a small group inside the room. This means that 
things like collaborative computing and collaborative design 
are dif?cult because one person is essentially in control of 
What everybody sees. In other systems, this is also an issue. 
For example, the responsive Workbench, originally devel 
oped at GMD in Germany, is a ?at table-top display and 
again head-tracking With stereo glasses is used so that one 
may see a stereo image on the table. If multiple people are 
looking at the table together, only those people Who are very 
close to the person With the head-tracker see a reasonable 
vieW and as this person moves around, the passive vieWer’s 
perspectives are very distorted. This is particularly objec 
tionable in situations such as training and situation aWare 
ness or planning. In a training exercise, a surgeon may be 
attempting to illustrate a procedure to a student and the 
student Would like to be able to see the procedure from the 
correct perspective from their point of vieW. The surgeon 
also needs to be able to see the operation proceeding 
correctly from her oWn point of vieW and it is unacceptable 
for the vieW of either person to be incorrect. 

Thus, in all present systems, a single vieWer has both the 
head-tracker and the stereo glasses and this person essen 
tially controls the vieW that all other participants Will see. 
We have developed a system Which eliminates this restric 
tion and simultaneously provides the correct perspective to 
more than one person. This is a tremendous step forWard for 
presenting a virtual environment in a large projection-type 
display to more than one person at a time Which is very 
important for collaborative computing and collaborative 
design. 

SUMMARY 

The invention is a system Which includes softWare, video 
muxing, control, and special ?icker glasses. The system is 
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currently controlled by a personal computer (PC) which may 
be easily replaced by a micro controller, or other electronics. 

The invention is described in terms of two independent 
viewpoints into the computer generated scene. In general the 
same basic scheme may be eXtended to N viewers. The 
invention is framed in the context of CRT based projectors 
which have 3 lenses (Red, Green, and Blue). The technology 
of projection displays is a rapidly evolving ?eld and the use 
of LCD or DMD projectors may offer some alternate con 
?gurations which are advantageous. In particular, we eXpect 
that a DMD projector would work well and allow one to 
support a large number of viewers. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 shows a typical, basic one correct view system 
incorporating a computer and projector on a tabletop display. 

FIG. 2 shows a multi-screen, rear projection system as is 
typical with a single, active viewer. 

FIG. 3 illustrates the basic system diagram for two people 
with a single projector and a single computer with a frame 
buffer and a multi-channel option. 

FIG. 4 shows the con?guration for high frame rate multi 
person stereo using two people as an eXample con?guration. 

FIG. 5 illustrates the sequence for the shutters in FIG. 4 
with the shutters for each projector as a single row in the 
table and assuming the shutters for the projectors have a fast 
on time, but a slow transition from on to off. 

FIG. 6 shows a technique for increasing the ef?ciency of 
the system under the condition that the on and off times for 
the shutters is asymmetric. 

FIG. 7 shows the technique of FIG. 6 and the timing of the 
glasses relative to the projector shutters. 

FIG. 8 shows the timing for a system with four viewers 
rather than two. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE REFERENCE NUMERALS 
IN THE FIGURES 

Number Description 

100 Computer 
105 Projector 
110 Mirror 
120 Rear projection screen 
130 Tracker source 

140 Tracker receiver 
150 Stereo glasses 
160 User with head tracker 140 and Stereo glasses 
161 User with stereo glasses 
162 User with stereo glasses 
163 User with stereo glasses 
170 User’s left eye view (all viewers see the same 

left image) 
180 User’s right eye view (all viewers see the same 

right image) 
190 Glasses controller 
210 Left screen 

220 Center screen 

230 Right screen 
240 User 
250 Left projector 
260 Center projector 
270 Right projector 
300 Silicon Graphics frame buffer 
301 Area where Person A left eye view is drawn 
302 Area where Person A right eye view is drawn 
303 Area where Person B left eye view is drawn 
304 Area where Person B right eye view is drawn 
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-continued 

DESCRIPTION OF THE REFERENCE NUMERALS 
IN THE FIGURES 

Number Description 

305 Alternate frame buffer con?guration 
310 Video 2:1 mud 
320 Projector 
330 Projection surface, possibly incorporating mirrors 
340 StereoGraphics GDC3 
350 Personal computer parallel port interface 
360 Personal computer 
370 Shutter driver electronics 
371 Shutter driver electronics 
372 Shutter driver electronics 
373 Shutter driver electronics 
375 Filter (typical) 
380 Person A glasses 
381 Left eye shutter 
382 Right eye shutter 
390 Person B glasses 
391 Left eye shutter 
392 Right eye shutter 
401 Frame buffer Person A 
402 Frame buffer Person B 
403 Projector A 
404 Projector B 
405 A, B, C Electronically controlled optical 

shutter(s) for projector A 
410 A, B, C Electronically controlled optical 

shutter(s) for projector B 
420 Immersive workbench screen system 
430 Glasses Person A 
440 Glasses Person B 
450 Personal computer and control software 
460 Parallel port interface 
470 Shutter drive electronics 
480 Shutter drive electronics 
490 Dual-channel shutter drive electronics for 

glasses of person A 
495 Dual-channel shutter drive electronics for 

glasses of person B 
500 Time starting for a single sequence 
505 Shutter for Projector A on and Person A left 

glasses on 
510 Projector A still on, glasses A right on 
520 Shutters for Projector A turning off, glasses A 

right turn off 
530 Projector B on, and glasses person B left on 
540 Projector B still on, glasses Person B right on 
550 Projector B shutters turning off, Person B right 

shutter turning off 
560 End of cycle 
591 State for shutter(s) in front of lens(s) of 

Projector A, high = on 
592 State for shutter(s) in front of lens(s) of 

Projector B, high = on 
593 Glasses, shutter Person A left eye 
594 Glasses, shutter Person A right eye 
595 Glasses, shutters Person B left eye 
596 Glasses, shutters Person B right eye 
600 Start of sequence 
601 Transition from A to B 
602 B active 
603 Transition from B to A 
610 Transition from B to A ends 
611 Projector A turning off 
612 Projector B on 
613 Projector B turning off 
614 A on 

700 Start of sequence 
705 Projector A shutters turned on, glasses A left on 
710 Projector A shutters still on, glasses A switch 

to right on, left off 
720 Projector A shutters transitions on to off, 

Projector B transitions off to on both glasses 
off 

730 Projector B shutters on, glasses B left on 
740 Projector B still on, glasses B switch to right 
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-continued 

DESCRIPTION OF THE REFERENCE NUMERALS 
IN THE FIGURES 

Number Description 

750 end of sequence 
791 State for shutter(s) in front of lens(s) of 

Projector A, high = on 
792 State for shutter(s) in front of lens(s) of 

Projector B, high = on 
793 Glasses, shutter Person A left eye 
794 Glasses, shutter Person A right eye 
795 Glasses, shutters Person B left eye 
796 Glasses, shutters Person B right eye 
800 Start of sequence 
801 State for shutter(s) in front of lens(s) of 

Projector A, high = on 
802 State for shutter(s) in front of lens(s) of 

projector B, high = on 
803 State for shutter(s) in front of lens(s) of 

Projector C, high = on 
804 State for shutter(s) in front of lens(s) of 

Projector D, high = on 
810 Projector A on and Glasses A Left on 
811 Glasses, shutter Person A left eye 
812 Glasses, shutter Person A right eye 
820 Projector A on and Glasses A Right on 
821 Glasses, shutters Person B left eye 
822 Glasses, shutters Person B right eye 
830 Transition Projector to Projector B all glasses off 
831 Glasses, shutter Person C left eye 
832 Glasses, shutter Person C right eye 
840 Projector B on and Glasses B Left on 
841 Glasses, shutters Person D left eye 
842 Glasses, shutters Person D right eye 
850 Projector B on and Glasses B Right on 
860 Projector C on and Glasses C Left on 
870 Projector C on and Glasses C Right on 
880 Transition Projector tc Projector B all glasses off 
890 Projector D on and Glasses D Left on 
895 Projector D on and Glasses D Right on 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTIONS 

FIG. 1 illustrates the basic system for the single correct 
viewer case. In this system, a computer (100) generates an 
image based on the position and orientation of the viewer 
(160) who’s head motions are detected by the head tracker 
which is composed of source (130), and sensor (140). The 
data from the tracker is relayed to the computer (100) and 
this position and orientation data is used to compute the 
correct left and right eye perspective views from the per 
son’s point of view. These images are generated by the 
computer and relayed to the projector (105). The images 
from the projector go through mirror (110) and appear on the 
display surface (120). The viewer 160 sees different images 
in the left and right eyes through the glasses (150). The 
right/left opening of the glasses is controlled by controller 
(190) which is often infrared but might need a wire to the 
glasses. As previously described, these glasses ?icker in 
time to an infrared beacon (190) which is also controlled by 
the computer (100). The person (160) sees the images (170) 
and (180) in their left and right eyes, respectively, thus 
giving the illusion of a model (in this case a cube) being 
on/in/above the table. As the person (160) moves their head, 
these images are updated by the computer and the illusion is 
maintained. Viewers 161, 162, and 163 also see the same 
stereo pair on the table as person 160. The view from their 
perspective is incorrect however. For example, person 163 
should see a different face of the cube than will person 160. 
However, the current state of the art does not permit this. 
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6 
Instead the same view as person 160 is seen. For viewers 161 
and 162 there is an error but if they stand very close to 
person 160 they will see an OK image pair. 

FIG. 2 illustrates a multi-screen system in which the 
viewer stands surrounded by three large screens. Again, the 
images on the three screens are presented in stereo. The 
image on the left screen (210) is projected onto the screen by 
projector (250). The image on the center screen (220) is 
projected by projector (260), and the image on the right 
screen (230) is projected by projector (270). The viewer 
(240) is head tracked and can look around in this space and 
see a stereo image on all three screens simultaneously. Thus, 
there is an illusion of being “in” a space. Of course, this is 
true only for this single viewer (240). If another viewer were 
to step into the room and was to be in an opposite corner, for 
instance, the view would not be correct. 

FIG. 3 illustrates the system diagram for two people, both 
seeing stereo images, in a system which incorporates a 
single projector. The images that the two people see are 
generated by a Silicon Graphics machine. The images gen 
erated by the computer are stored in a frame buffer. In this 
case, the frame buffer is organized as shown by (300). The 
frame buffer is essentially 2,048 pixels tall and 1,280 pixels 
wide. This buffer is divided into four areas for the left and 
right eyes of each of the two participants. In frame buffer 
(300), area (301) is used by the left eye of Person A, and area 
(302) is used by the right eye of Person A. Area (303) is used 
by the left eye of Person B and area (304) is used by the right 
eye of Person B. The video data from these areas comes out 
over 6 cables (RGB per eye). Three of the cables come out 
of the frame buffer for Person A and three of them for Person 
B. This is an SGI with a multi-channel option in the 
2@1280.times.1024.sub.—60 mode. In addition to the con 
?guration shown, alternate con?gurations as shown in (305) 
are also possible with simple software changes on the SGI 
and the PC which controls the glasses. The images from the 
frame buffer are taken into a 2:1 mux (310). This video mux 
can switch between input “A” and input “B” and produces 
a single video signal over the three cables which go to the 
projector (320). Thus, by controlling the state of mux (310), 
one may switch between Person “A” and Person “B.” The 
image from projector (320) passes to a display surface (330). 
In getting onto the projection surface the image may be 
bounced through a mirror in order to fold the optical path for 
convenience. In addition to the projector receiving the video 
imagery from the mux (310), a GDC3 controller is used to 
generate the vertical sync information. This unit takes in 
composite sync from one of the two video channels and 
produces a sync signal with an added vertical sync signal in 
the middle of the image for the projector. In addition, it 
produces a signal which switches at 60 hertz. This signal is 
fed to the parallel port interface (350) of personal computer 
(360). The state of the signal from the GDC3 is used by the 
PC to determine which eye should be unveiled. In addition, 
this signal is used as a reference for keeping the personal 
computer synchronized to the vertical sync of the images 
coming into the system from the Silicon Graphics computer. 
The sync from the GDC3, which is running at 120 hertz, 
goes to the projector (320). The parallel port interface (350) 
interfaces between the personal computer (360) and the rest 
of the system. The drive signal from the GEC3 comes into 
the parallel port and causes an interrupt on the PC which 
indicates that a frame is starting. This interrupt is triggered 
by the edge of the drive signal rather than the logic level. 
The software on the PC controls the state of the mux (310), 
and also the state of the shutters in the glasses (381, 382, 
391, 392). Between the parallel port interface (350) and the 
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glasses there are some drive electronic units (370,371,372, 
373). The parallel port output to the glasses goes through a 
buffer and this buffer provides enough energy to drive the 
shutters to the desired state. Because the drive Wave form for 
the shutters Will be asymmetric, a ?lter is used to AC couple 
the shutters from the drive electronics. For example, the 
drive electronics (373) interfaces betWeen the parallel port 
interface (350) and the glasses (380) in particular, one of the 
tWo lenses (382 or 381) and betWeen the driver and the 
glasses one Will see the ?lter (375) Which is composed of a 
capacitor and a resister Which AC couple the signal betWeen 
the driver and the shutter so that the shutter is not damaged. 
Similarly, the other lenses are driven by a similar ?lter 
netWork and drive electronics (372, 371, 370). 

The PC 360 is used as a central controller for the various 
timing requirements. The PC uses its parallel port to inter 
face to the system and to control the timing. Various bits on 
the parallel port control Which of the four eyes is “open” and 
the state of the 2:1 muX. The GDC-3 DRIVE output is 
connected to pin 10 of the parallel port Which is an input to 
the PC. In this Way, the PC determines Which eye should be 
shoWn. In addition, the PC determines the state of the 2:1 
muX thus determining Which video image Will be routed to 
the projector during this frame time. 

The PC 360 controls Which eye and Which person is being 
displayed; it can turn on the respective shutters for making 
that vieW visible to the correct eye. It does this by outputting 
the correct bit on the parallel port interface for turning the 
correct shutter on. The shutters are actually driven by the 
shutter drivers (373) and the intervening ?lter (375) and so 
the PC just outputs a high-level to indicate that the glasses 
for that person should be used and the high is routed either 
to the left eye or the right eye interface. Thus, person A has 
a stereo pair. Each eye saW an image for 1/12sth of a second 
and the entire process took 1/60th of a second. The PC noW 
sWitches the muX over to position B and the muX is left there 
for 1/60th of a second Which is long enough for a full video 
image (1280.times.1024) to get routed to the projector. In the 
midst of this frame, of course, the GDC3 again inserts an 
additional vertical sync pulse and sWitches the drive signal 
again and this occurs at the half-Way point so tWo images of 
1280 horiZontal by 492 vertical Will be displayed by the 
projector on the immersive Work bench. The PC gets the 
same information as before, but as the muX is in position B, 
routes the control signals for the glasses over to the glasses 
belonging to person B by controlling the drivers (371 and 
370). That essentially concludes the rendering of a single 
frame for both people. Each person saW an image in each of 
their eyes for 1/12oth of second, i.e., 1/60th of a second each, 
so, overall, the update rate is 30 hertZ because each person 
gets 1/60th and tWo 60th’s is 1/30th. 
We move noW to an alternate con?guration Which permits 

one to reach display rates Which are higher than 30 hertZ 
stereo Which is a little ?ickery. 

FIG. 4 shoWs a projector and glasses con?guration Which 
enables high-resolution multi-person stereo With high frame 
rates. This system is composed of tWo frame buffers or other 
video sources Which generally Would come from a computer 
such as a Silicon Graphics Reality Engine or some other type 
of graphics Workstation or personal computer. These are 
represented by the areas shoWn as 401 and 402. These frame 
buffers are connected to tWo independent projectors. Frame 
buffer (401) is connected to projector (403). This projector 
Will display the image from frame buffer (401) on the 
display surface (420). The projector is mounted so that the 
image appears on the projection surface after passing 
through the shutters (405A, 405B, and 405C). These shutters 
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could be con?gured as a single panel; current off the shelf 
shutters are available up to approximately 4“ in diameter. 
Frame buffer (402) is interfaced to projector (404) Whose 

image passes through shutters (410A, B, and C) on its Way 
to display (420). The images from the frame buffers (401 and 
402) displayed by the projectors on the display surface may 
be driven in stereo from each of the frame buffers so that the 
projectors are running at a vertical frequency higher than 
normal and displaying alternate frames of left and right eye 
imagery. The images from the tWo projectors are aligned 
onto the display surface (420) and When the system is in 
operation, the person A looking through glasses (430) Will 
only be able to see the image from projectorA and the person 
using glasses (440) Will only be able to see the image from 
projector (404). In practice, there Will be some bleed 
through of both the glasses and the shutters so that the 
images seen by each person Will also include some slight 
visual “shadoWs” Where the other image is being displayed. 
This may be improved by improving the contrast ratio of the 
various optical shutters and by improving the off-axis per 
formance of the various shutters and the performance of the 
projectors. The sync signal from each of the frame buffers is 
fed to a personal computer Which monitors the position of 
each projector relative to the top of the picture by counting 
Async and B sync as required. In fact, the PC may easily be 
replaced by a custom controller, or a microcomputer, or 
processor of some kind. In this system, the personal com 
puter (450) controls the state of the various shutters through 
parallel port interface (460). This interface alloWs the per 
sonal computer to control the shutters for projector A (405 
A, B, and C) Which are driven by driver (480). The images 
from projector B also pass through shutters (410 A, B, and 
C). These shutters are controlled by the PC through the 
parallel port interface and driver (470). The PC also controls 
the state of each of the lenses in the glasses (430 and 440). 
This is done by the drive circuitry (490 and 495). In 
operation, the shutters for projector A and projector B are 
driven at a fast rate so that the images coming from the 
projectors are simultaneously displayed on the immersive 
Workbench from an eXternal point of vieW. So, if you Were 
to look at the table Without the glasses on you Would see both 
the left and right eye images from both frame buffer A and 
frame buffer B on the table. The shutters in front of each 
projector are turning on and off very quickly (>100 HZ) in 
order to modulate the light coming from the projector and 
hitting the table. They are modulating the light in a Ping 
Pong fashion so that any instant in time, only one of the tWo 
images Will actually be on the table. The shutters are thus 
being driven much quicker than the vertical frequency of the 
tWo projectors. This frequency is someWhat adjustable. It is 
obviously impractical for this to be less than 30 hertZ 
because otherWise one might as Well use the con?guration 
shoWn in FIG. 3 Which uses only one projector instead of 
tWo. Of course, if one had a special projector Which could 
shoW images at a very high rate, then one could eliminate the 
shutters 405ABC and 410ABC. The rest of the design Would 
stay essentially the same. 

FIG. 5 shoWs the various states of the shutters in the 
system shoWn in FIG. 4 over time. The ?rst cycle of the 
sequence is for person Ato see the left and right eye images 
Which are appropriate. FolloWing this, the second person, 
Person B, sees the left and right eye images from their 
respective points of vieW. This is accomplished in the 
folloWing manner. Time in the ?gures runs from left to right. 
In this ?gure, time “starts” at the transition from opaque to 
clear of the shutters in front of projector A. This start of the 
sequence is shoWn by the marker (500). Time in the ?gure 
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runs to the right and the state of the various shutters is 
indicated by the line to the right of the name of the shutter 
and the following shutters are shoWn: 591 indicates the 
shutters that are located in front of the projection lenses for 
the projector corresponding to person A. 592 is representa 
tive of the shutters Which are positioned in front of the lenses 
of projector B. 593 represents the state of the shutters in 
front of the personA over their left eye. 594 is for the shutter 
over Person A’s right eye. 595 is over Person B’s left eye, 
and 596 is over Person B’s right eye. The eXact ordering of 
the states for shutters 593 through 596 is actually dependent 
upon Which eye image is draWn in the frame buffer is What 
position; thus, if one Were to draW the images differently in 
the frame buffers, one Would need to adjust the timing of the 
shutters accordingly. This particular con?guration Was cho 
sen someWhat arbitrarily. As time progresses, the states of 
the shutters are changed by the controller and the state of 
each shutter is indicated by the line and a high state indicates 
that the shutter is clear. AloW state indicates that that shutter 
is opaque. The transitions from clear to opaque, or opaque 
to clear, are not instantaneous, in general, and take some 
time. In fact, shutters may be designed Which have unbal 
anced transitions as shoWn in this diagram Where for the 
shutters in front of the projectors, the transition from opaque 
to clear is very quick, and the transition from clear to opaque 
is someWhat sloWer. The system Which We have constructed 
uses a different shutter material for the glasses than it does 
for the projectors. The shutter material for the glasses can be 
manufactured only in small shutters Which are too small for 
use directly in front of the lenses for a projector. HoWever, 
it is possible in the future that this siZe limitation Will be 
lifted, in Which case the transition time for both shutters over 
the projector and those over the glasses Would be more 
instantaneous and this Would simplify the system’s design 
and increase the overall ef?ciency. As time progresses from 
the start of the cycle at 500 to 505, the shutter in front of the 
projector for person A (591) is clear and the image from the 
projector Will reach the display screen. Also during this time, 
the shutter in front of person A’s left eye shutter (593) is also 
turned on and the person’s left eye Will see the image from 
projector A. In the neXt instant (510), the shutter for pro 
jector A is still on so 591, as you can see, is still high, 593 
is turned off, and the person’s left eye can noW no longer see 
the display and the shutter for the person’s right eye (594) 
has been turned on and can noW see the display. At this point 
in time, of course, it is eXpected that the image from the 
frame buffer Which person’s right eye should be seeing, is 
being fed to the display to the projector. In the neXt instant 
(520), the shutters for the projector A are being turned off 
and this transition occurs over a small time period and 
someWhere during this time period the glasses for person A 
should be completely turned off, as shoWn in the ?gure. 
Thus, at the end of time period (520), the projectorAshutters 
are completely off, as are both left and right eye shutters for 
person A. In the neXt instant (530), projector shutters (592) 
are turned on, thus alloWing light from projector B to How 
to the display. The shutters for the glasses A are left off and 
the shutters for the B person are adjusted. In the ?rst instant, 
shutter (595) is turned on and person B’s left eye sees the left 
eye image. At the end of this instant the shutter for the 
person B’s left eye (595) is turned off and in the neXt instant 
(540), the glasses for person B Will sWitch over to the right 
eye so that shutter (596) is on and (595) is off. The shutter 
for the projector B (592) is left on. During instant (550), the 
shutters for projector B are turned off and at some point 
during this interval the shutter for person B’s right eye (596) 
is also turned off. Thus, at the end of time period 50, We are 
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10 
noW back at the same point as We Were at the beginning of 
the ?gure and starting at 560, the sequence Which started 
originally at 500 Would be repeated ad in?nitum. This 
sequence can be repeated as quickly as it is possible to 
sWitch the shutters With reasonable losses. As you can Well 
imagine, the transition time of the projector shutters, shoWn 
here in time period 520, and 550, Will become the dominant 
period as the frequency of repetition is increased. These 
transition times limit the maXimum possible ef?ciency of the 
system. 

FIG. 6 illustrates a signi?cant ef?ciency improvement 
over FIG. 5. As mentioned in reference to FIG. 5, the 
sWitching time of the shutters for the projectors heavily 
in?uences the achievable ef?ciency of the system as shoWn. 
In order to increase the ef?ciency of the system, We can take 
advantage of the fact that the shutters in front of the 
projectors are asymmetric and that this asymmetry in turn 
on/turn off time may be set up so that it either happens on 
the on to off transition or on the off to on transition. But 
setting up the projectors With projector A having a fast on 
time and a sloW off time and projector B having a fast off 
time and a sloW on time, We can improve the overall 
ef?ciency of the system, as shoWn in FIG. 6. 
At time (600), projector A turns on and projector B turns 

off. This occurs fairly quickly and projector A is left on and 
projector B is left off until time (601). At time (601), the 
transition for project A is begun as is the transition for 
projector B. By the end of this time period at (602), projector 
B is noW on and projector A is noW off. This time is duly 
used for the transition of both projectors resulting in an 
ef?ciency. At the end of time period (603), We again sWitch 
Which projector is on, and, as both shutters are in the state 
from Which they can sWitch quickly, this transition is fairly 
fast. The con?guration shoWn in FIG. 5 results in the 
folloWing sequence, Which, as you can see, takes longer. 
Projector A and B use the same type of shutter Which has a 
fast on time and a sloW off time. At instant (610) projector 
A is turned on as B has turned completely off. At (611), We 
start the transition for projector A from on to off, and at 
(612), projector B is turned fully on noW that projector A is 
fully off. At (613), We begin the transition for projector B 
turning off and at (614), We again turn projector A back on 
again. As you can see, this sequence takes longer than the 
sequence Where the asymmetric shutter turn on, turn off 
curves have been used to our advantage. 

FIG. 7 illustrates the combination of the increased ef? 
ciency as described in FIG. 6 With the states of the glasses 
for the tWo vieWers. 791 is the state of the shutters in front 
of Projector A. 792 is the state of the shutters in front of 
Projector B. 793 and 794 are the states of the left and right 
shutters in the glasses for person A. 795 and 796 are the 
states of the shutters for the left and right eyes of person B. 
Time starts at mark 700 and proceeds right to left to 750 at 
Which point the sequence is repeated. In time 705, The left 
vieW from projector Ais seen. In duration 710 the right vieW 
for person A is seen. In duration 720 the transition from 
projector A to projector B is made and all glasses are off. In 
duration 730 the left eye vieW of B is seen. In duration 740 
the right eye vieW of B is seen. As you can see, there is a lot 
less “dead” time in this ?gure than in FIG. 5 by overlapping 
the transitions of the projector shutters, a more ef?cient 
system is achieved. 

FIG. 8 illustrates the system timing With four independent 
vieWers using four projectors. The projectors are continu 
ously projecting sequential stereo images and shutters 
betWeen the projectors and the display surface determine 
Which of the four projectors is illuminating the screen at any 
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instant in time. Time in the ?gure starts at 800 and runs to 
the right. During time 810 projector A801 is enabled and the 
left eye 811 of the A glasses is on. During time 820 projector 
A 801 is enabled and the right eye 812 of the A glasses is on. 
During time 830 the transition is made from projectorA801 
to projector B 802. During time 840 projector B 802 is 
enabled and the left eye 821 of the B glasses is on. During 
time 850 projector B 802 is enabled and the right eye 822 of 
the B glasses is on. During time 860 projector C 803 is 
enabled and the left eye 831 of the C glasses is on. During 
time 870 projector C 803 is enabled and the right eye 832 of 
the C glasses is on. During time 880 the transition is made 
from projector C 803 to projector D 804. During time 890 
projector D 804 is enabled and the left eye 841 of the D 
glasses is on. During time 895 projector D 804 is enabled 
and the right eye 842 of the D glasses is on. Thus at time 899 
We are back at the start of the sequence. Four independent 
stereo vieWs have been presented to four independent vieW 
ers. 

We claim: 
1. A multi-person stereoscopic display system compris 

ing: 
a display surface; 
a ?rst pair of stereoscopic shutter glasses for use by a ?rst 

vieWer; 
a second pair of stereoscopic shutter glasses for use by a 

second vieWer; 
a computer programmed to generate a ?rst set of stereo 

images and a second set of stereo images, the ?rst set 
of stereo images being generated for the ?rst vieWer, 
the second set of stereo images being generated for the 
second vieWer, the ?rst and second set of images to be 
transmitted to the display surface; and 
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a controlling unit Which controls the state of the optical 

transparency of shutters in the ?rst pair of glasses and 
the second pair of glasses; said controlling unit oper 
ating in conjunction With the computer to control the 
?rst pair of glasses and the second pair of glasses so 
that the ?rst pair of glasses is stereoscopically trans 
parent When the ?rst set of stereo images is displayed 
on the display surface, and control the second pair of 
glasses so that the second pair of glasses is stereoscopi 
cally transparent When the second set of stereo images 
is displayed on the display surface. 

2. A stereoscopic display system for use by a plurality of 
vieWers comprising: 

a display surface; 
a plurality of stereoscopic shutter glasses for use by a 

plurality of vieWers; 
a computer programmed to generate a plurality of sets of 

stereo images, each of said plurality of set of stereo 
images corresponding to a particular vieWer, the plu 
rality of sets of stereo images to be presented on the 
display surface; and 

a controlling unit Which controls the state of the optical 
transparency of shutters in each of the plurality of 
shutter glasses; said controlling unit operating in con 
junction With the computer to control the plurality of 
shutter glasses so that each pair of shutter glasses is 
stereoscopically transparent When the stereo images 
corresponding to the position of the vieWer Wearing the 
particular pair of shutter glasses is displayed on the 
display surface. 
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(57) ABSTRACT 

The multi-person stereo display system permits several inde 
pendent vieWers to see different stereo images on a single 
projection surface. This is accomplished through the innova 
tive use of video multiplexing, software, control electronics, 
and special vieWing glasses. The system is particularly useful 
in situations Where the vieWers see computer generated 
images from their oWn independent perspectives. 
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MULTI-PERSON STEREO DISPLAY SYSTEM 

This application is a continuation of US. application Ser. 
No. 11/196,010 ?led Aug. 2, 2005 noW abandoned, Which is 
a continuation of US. application Ser. No. 10/392,481 ?led 
Mar. 18, 2003, now US. Pat. No. 6,924,833 Which is a con 
tinuation of US. application Ser. No. 08/748,595 ?led Nov. 
13, 1996, now US. Pat. No. 6,535,241. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTIONS 

This invention relates to the ?eld of multi-person stereo 
display systems incorporating head-tracking for immersive 
environments in virtual reality systems. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTIONS 

Many people have developed large immersive displays 
based on rear projection techniques. These systems generally 
incorporate a projection screen or multiple projection screens 
in large CRT-based projectors Which project images from a 
computer onto the screen. The user or users generally Wear 
?icker stereo glasses and see images on the projection 
screens. The images on the projection screens are refreshed at 
120 hertz (or some other higher than normal vertical rate) and 
the ?icker glasses provide the user With different images to 
each eye by changing the opacity of the lens in front of each 
eye in sync With the accelerated vertical refresh of the moni 
tor. 

These systems vary in their con?guration and may have 
betWeen 1 and 6 projection screens in a single system. In 
multi-screen con?gurations the vieWer may stand either in a 
corner at the junction betWeen 2 screens or in a room com 

posed of several projection screens With images projected 
onto the Walls, ?oor and possibly even the ceiling. Each 
screen has an image projected on it by a projector Which is 
oriented behind the screenipossibly With an intervening 
IIIIITOI‘iWhICh relays the image and shortens the image path 
or folds in a convenient Way. In single screen systems, the 
screen is either oriented at an angle relative to the vieWer, 
much like a drafting table, or it may be oriented in a horizontal 
orientation so that it more closely resembles a table surface. 
Some researchers, such as NRL have been doing similar 

Work With non head-tracked interfaces. In these settings, the 
vieWer or vieWers all see a stereo pair and for the best vieW 
should stand in a small cluster near the place Where the 
perspective is calculated from in the softWare. 

These systems have been demonstrated on a number of 
occasions. One of the early public demonstrations Was pre 
sented by Michael Deering of Sun Microsystems at Siggraph 
1992. The Virtual Portal system incorporated three Walls 
Which Were projection screens, each of Which Was approxi 
mately 10'.times.10' and surrounded the user Who Wore stereo 
glasses and a head-tracker. The head-tracker is used so that 
the computer can update the images appropriately as the user 
moves around. For example, if there is a cube in front of the 
user on the projection screen, as the user moves around the 
images are updated in such Way that the user may look at 
different sides of the cube by moving their head or Walking 
around it. 

In addition to large systems such as this, Michael Deering 
has also developed systems Which are based on a ?at, small 
monitor display as Would typically accompany a Workstation. 
Again, head-tracking is used so that the stereo images pre 
sented on the display give an illusion of an object ?oating in 
front of the user. The user can generally interact With these 
objects by use of a hand-tracker of some kind of a tracked 
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2 
Wand. The tracking technology for these systems is generally 
either electromagnetic in nature or acoustic. Michael Deer 
ing, in particular, has generally used acoustic tracking for 
various reasons. 

Other researchers have used magnetic tracking. An 
example of this Would be the systems that have been devel 
oped by the University of Illinois at Chicago (Electronic 
Visualization Lab) Which Were demonstrated at Siggraph 
1993. These systems use an electromagnetic tracker to track 
the location of a person in a room composed of a number of 
large screens. The advantage of electromagnetic tracking is 
that there are no “line-of-sight” requirements for the tracking 
technology to function correctly. 

These systems generally have one person Who Wears both 
the stereo glasses Which are standard ?icker glasses for stereo 
at 120 hertz (approx. per eye) and the computer updates the 
perspective vieWs for left and right eyes according to the 
location of this individual person. Thus, other people Who are 
also Wearing the stereo glasses Will see a stereo image but it is 
offset because the images are being calculated from the head 
tracked point of vieW rather than from their oWn point of vieW. 

Consider the cube example: if there is a virtual cube and 
person A is standing on one side of the cube With the head 
tracker and another person B is actually standing on the other 
side of the cube, both people in fact see the same image 
because only one vieW is presented and it is from the point of 
vieW of person A Who has the head-tracker. The person B 
Without the head-tracker sees an incorrect vieW. For person B 
to get a correct vieW, the tracker Would have to be passed over 
to person B and the image calculated from B’s point of vieW. 
Of course, thenA is getting the Wrong vieW Which is not ideal. 
In general, When using these systems there has been the 
restriction that users Who are passively vieWing the system 
must stand close to the person With the head-tracker in order 
to get an incorrect but sort of acceptable perspective. 

In a multi-screen projection environment, this limits the 
number of people Who get a reasonable vieW to just a couple 
of people and also restricts the mobility of those Who all must 
stay as a small group inside the room. This means that things 
like collaborative computing and collaborative design are 
di?icult because one person is essentially in control of What 
everybody sees. In other systems, this is also an issue. For 
example, the responsive Workbench, originally developed at 
GMD in Germany, is a ?at table-top display and again head 
tracking With stereo glasses is used so that one may see a 
stereo image on the table. If multiple people are looking at the 
table together, only those people Who are very close to the 
person With the head-tracker see a reasonable vieW and as this 
person moves around, the passive vieWer’s perspectives are 
very distorted. This is particularly objectionable in situations 
such as training and situation aWareness or planning. In a 
training exercise, a surgeon may be attempting to illustrate a 
procedure to a student and the student Would like to be able to 
see the procedure from the correct perspective from their 
point of vieW. The surgeon also needs to be able to see the 
operation proceeding correctly from her oWn point of vieW 
and it is unacceptable for the vieW of either person to be 
incorrect. 

Thus, in all present systems, a single vieWer has both the 
head-tracker and the stereo glasses and this person essentially 
controls the vieW that all other participants Will see. We have 
developed a system Which eliminates this restriction and 
simultaneously provides the correct perspective to more than 
one person. This is a tremendous step forWard for presenting 
a virtual environment in a large projection-type display to 
more than one person at a time Which is very important for 
collaborative computing and collaborative design. 
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SUMMARY 

The invention is a system which includes software, video 
muxing, control, and special ?icker glasses. The system is 
currently controlled by a personal computer (PC) which may 
be easily replaced by a micro controller, or other electronics. 

The invention is described in terms of two independent 
viewpoints into the computer generated scene. In general the 
same basic scheme may be extended to N viewers. The inven 
tion is framed in the context of CRT based projectors which 
have 3 lenses (Red, Green, and Blue). The technology of 
projection displays is a rapidly evolving ?eld and the use of 
LCD or DMD projectors may offer some alternate con?gu 
rations which are advantageous. In particular, we expect that 
a DMD projector would work well and allow one to support 
a large number of viewers. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 shows a typical, basic one correct view system 
incorporating a computer and projector on a tabletop display. 

FIG. 2 shows a multi-screen, rear projection system as is 
typical with a single, active viewer. 

FIG. 3 illustrates the basic system diagram for two people 
with a single projector and a single computer with a frame 
buffer and a multi-channel option. 

FIG. 4 shows the con?guration for high frame rate multi 
person stereo using two people as an example con?guration. 

FIG. 5 illustrates the sequence for the shutters in FIG. 4 
with the shutters for each projector as a single row in the table 
and assuming the shutters for the projectors have a fast on 
time, but a slow transition from on to off. 

FIG. 6 shows a technique for increasing the e?iciency of 
the system under the condition that the on and off times for the 
shutters is asymmetric. 

FIG. 7 shows the technique of FIG. 6 and the timing of the 
glasses relative to the projector shutters. 

FIG. 8 shows the timing for a system with four viewers 
rather than two. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE REFERENCE 
NUMERALS IN THE FIGURES 

Number Description 

100 Computer 
105 Projector 
110 Mirror 
120 Rear projection screen 
130 Tracker source 

140 Tracker receiver 
150 Stereo glasses 
160 User with head tracker 140 and Stereo glasses 
161 User with stereo glasses 
162 User with stereo glasses 
163 User with stereo glasses 
170 User’s left eye view (all viewers see the same 

left image) 
180 User’s right eye view (all viewers see the same 

right image) 
190 Glasses controller 
210 Left screen 

220 Center screen 

230 Right screen 
240 User 
250 Left projector 
260 Center projector 
270 Right projector 
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4 
-continued 

Number Description 

300 Silicon Graphics frame buffer 
301 Area where Person A left eye view is drawn 
302 Area where Person A right eye view is drawn 
303 Area where Person B left eye view is drawn 
304 Area where Person B right eye view is drawn 
305 Alternate frame buffer con?guration 
310 Video 2:1 mud 
320 Projector 
330 Projection surface, possibly incorporating mirrors 
340 StereoGraphics GDC3 
350 Personal computer parallel port interface 
360 Personal computer 
370 Shutter driver electronics 
371 Shutter driver electronics 
372 Shutter driver electronics 
373 Shutter driver electronics 
375 Filter (typical) 
380 Person A glasses 
381 Left eye shutter 
382 Right eye shutter 
390 Person B glasses 
391 Left eye shutter 
392 Right eye shutter 
401 Frame buffer Person A 
402 Frame buffer Person B 
403 Projector A 
404 Projector B 
405 A, B, C Electronically controlled optical 

shutter(s) for projector A 
410 A, B, C Electronically controlled optical 

shutter(s) for projector B 
420 Immersive workbench screen system 
430 Glasses Person A 
440 Glasses Person B 
450 Personal computer and control software 
460 Parallel port interface 
470 Shutter drive electronics 
480 Shutter drive electronics 
490 Dual-channel shutter drive electronics for 

glasses ofperson A 
495 Dual-channel shutter drive electronics for 

glasses ofperson B 
500 Time starting for a single sequence 
505 Shutter for Projector A on and Person A left 

glasses on 
510 ProjectorA still on, glasses A right on 
520 Shutters for ProjectorA turning off, glasses A 

right turn off 
530 Projector B on, and glasses Person B left on 
540 Projector B still on, glasses Person B right on 
550 Projector B shutters turning off, Person B right 

shutter turning off 
560 End of cycle 
591 State for shutter(s) in front of lens(s) of 

Projector A, high = on 
592 State for shutter(s) in front of lens(s) of 

Projector B, high = on 
593 Glasses, shutter Person A left eye 
594 Glasses, shutter Person A right eye 
595 Glasses, shutters Person B left eye 
596 Glasses, shutters Person B right eye 
600 Start ofsequence 
601 Transition from A to B 
602 B active 
603 Transition from B to A 
610 Transition from B to A ends 
611 ProjectorA turning off 
612 Projector B on 
613 Projector B turning off 
614 A on 

700 Start ofsequence 
705 ProjectorA shutters turned on, glasses A left on 
710 ProjectorA shutters still on, glasses A switch 

to right on, left off 
720 ProjectorA shutters transitions on to off, 

Projector B transitions offto on both glasses 
off 

730 Projector B shutters on, glasses B left on 
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-continued 

Number Description 

740 Projector B still on, glasses B switch to right on 
750 end of sequence 
791 State for shutter(s) in front of lens(s) of 

Projector A, high = on 
792 State for shutter(s) in front of lens(s) of 

Projector B, high = on 
793 Glasses, shutter Person A left eye 
794 Glasses, shutter Person A right eye 
795 Glasses, shutters Person B left eye 
796 Glasses, shutters Person B right eye 
800 Start ofsequence 
801 State for shutter(s) in front of lens(s) of 

Projector A, high = on 
802 State for shutter(s) in front of lens(s) of 

Projector B, high = on 
803 State for shutter(s) in front of lens(s) of 

Projector C, high = on 
804 State for shutter(s) in front of lens(s) of 

Projector D, high = on 
810 ProjectorA on and Glasses A Left on 
811 Glasses, shutter Person A left eye 
812 Glasses, shutter Person A right eye 
820 ProjectorA on and Glasses A Right on 
821 Glasses, shutters Person B left eye 
822 Glasses, shutters Person B right eye 
830 Transition Projector to Projector B all glasses off 
831 Glasses, shutter Person C left eye 
832 Glasses, shutter Person C right eye 
840 Projector B on and Glasses B Left on 

841 Glasses, shutters Person D left eye 
842 Glasses, shutters Person D right eye 
850 Projector B on and Glasses B Right on 
860 Projector C on and Glasses C Left on 
870 Projector C on and Glasses C Right on 
880 Transition Projector to Projector B all glasses off 
890 Projector D on and Glasses D Left on 
895 Projector D on and Glasses D Right on 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTIONS 

FIG. 1 illustrates the basic system for the single correct 
viewer case. In this system, a computer (100) generates an 
image based on the position and orientation of the viewer 
(160) who’s head motions are detected by the head tracker 
which is composed of source (130), and sensor (140). The 
data from the tracker is relayed to the computer (100) and this 
position and orientation data is used to compute the correct 
left and right eye perspective views from the person’ s point of 
view. These images are generated by the computer and 
relayed to the projector (105). The images from the projector 
go through mirror (110) and appear on the display surface 
(120). The viewer 160 sees different images in the left and 
right eyes through the glasses (150). The right/ left opening of 
the glasses is controlled by controller (190) which is often 
infrared but might need a wire to the glasses. As previously 
described, these glasses ?icker in time to an infrared beacon 
(190) which is also controlled by the computer (100). The 
person (160) sees the images (170) and (180) in their left and 
right eyes, respectively, thus giving the illusion of a model (in 
this case a cube) being on/in/above the table. As the person 
(160) moves their head, these images are updated by the 
computer and the illusion is maintained. Viewers 161, 162, 
and 163 also see the same stereo pair on the table as person 
160. The view from their perspective is incorrect however. 
For example, person 163 should see a different face of the 
cube than will person 160. However, the current state of the 
art does not permit this. Instead the same view as person 160 
is seen. For viewers 161 and 162 there is an error but if they 
stand very close to person 160 they will see an OK image pair. 
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6 
FIG. 2 illustrates a multi-screen system in which the viewer 

stands surrounded by three large screens. Again, the images 
on the three screens are presented in stereo. The image on the 
left screen (210) is projected onto the screen by projector 
(250). The image on the center screen (220) is projected by 
projector (260), and the image on the right screen (230) is 
projected by projector (270). The viewer (240) is head tracked 
and can look around in this space and see a stereo image on all 
three screens simultaneously. Thus, there is an illusion of 
being “in” a space. Of course, this is true only for this single 
viewer (240). If another viewer were to step into the room and 
was to be in an opposite comer, for instance, the view would 
not be correct. 

FIG. 3 illustrates the system diagram for two people, both 
seeing stereo images, in a system which incorporates a single 
projector. The images that the two people see are generated by 
a Silicon Graphics machine. The images generated by the 
computer are stored in a frame buffer. In this case, the frame 
buffer is organized as shown by (300). The frame buffer is 
essentially 2,048 pixels tall and 1,280 pixels wide. This buffer 
is divided into four areas for the left and right eyes of each of 
the two participants. In frame buffer (300), area (301) is used 
by the left eye of Person A, and area (3 02) is used by the right 
eye of Person A. Area (303) is used by the left eye of Person 
B and area (304) is used by the right eye of Person B. The 
video data from these areas comes out over 6 cables (RGB per 
eye). Three of the cables come out of the frame buffer for 
PersonA and three of them for Person B. This is an SGI with 
a multi-channel option in the 2@1280.times.1024.sub.i60 
mode. In addition to the con?guration shown, alternate con 
?gurations as shown in (305) are also possible with simple 
software changes on the SGI and the PC which controls the 
glasses. The images from the frame buffer are taken into a 2:1 
mux (310). This video mux can switch between input “A” and 
input “B” and produces a single video signal over the three 
cables which go to the projector (320). Thus, by controlling 
the state of mux (310), one may switch between Person “A” 
and Person “B.” The image from projector (320) passes to a 
display surface (330). In getting onto the projection surface 
the image may be bounced through a mirror in order to fold 
the optical path for convenience. In addition to the projector 
receiving the video imagery from the mux (310), a GDC3 
controller is used to generate the vertical sync information. 
This unit takes in composite sync from one of the two video 
channels and produces a sync signal with an added vertical 
sync signal in the middle of the image for the projector. In 
addition, it produces a signal which switches at 60 hertz. This 
signal is fed to the parallel port interface (350) of personal 
computer (360). The state of the signal from the GDC3 is used 
by the PC to determine which eye should be unveiled. In 
addition, this signal is used as a reference for keeping the 
personal computer synchronized to the vertical sync of the 
images coming into the system from the Silicon Graphics 
computer. The sync from the GDC3, which is running at 120 
hertz, goes to the projector (320). The parallel port interface 
(350) interfaces between the personal computer (360) and the 
rest of the system. The drive signal from the GEC3 comes into 
the parallel port and causes an interrupt on the PC which 
indicates that a frame is starting. This interrupt is triggered by 
the edge of the drive signal rather than the logic level. The 
software on the PC controls the state of the mux (310), and 
also the state of the shutters in the glasses (381, 382, 391, 
392). Between the parallel port interface (350) and the glasses 
there are some drive electronic units (370,371,372,373). The 
parallel port output to the glasses goes through a buffer and 
this buffer provides enough energy to drive the shutters to the 
desired state. Because the drive wave form for the shutters 
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Will be asymmetric, a ?lter is used to AC couple the shutters 
from the drive electronics. For example, the drive electronics 
(373) interfaces betWeen the parallel port interface (350) and 
the glasses (380) in particular, one of the tWo lenses (382 or 
381) and betWeen the driver and the glasses one Will see the 
?lter (375) Which is composed of a capacitor and a resister 
WhichAC couple the signal betWeen the driver and the shutter 
so that the shutter is not damaged. Similarly, the other lenses 
are driven by a similar ?lter netWork and drive electronics 

(372, 371, 370). 
The PC 360 is used as a central controller for the various 

timing requirements. The PC uses its parallel port to interface 
to the system and to control the timing. Various bits on the 
parallel port control Which of the four eyes is “open” and the 
state of the 2:1 mux. The GDC-3 DRIVE output is connected 
to pin 10 of the parallel port Which is an input to the PC. In this 
Way, the PC determines Which eye should be shoWn. In addi 
tion, the PC determines the state of the 2:1 mux thus deter 
mining Which video image Will be routed to the projector 
during this frame time. 

The PC 360 controls Which eye and Which person is being 
displayed; it can turn on the respective shutters for making 
that vieW visible to the correct eye. It does this by outputting 
the correct bit on the parallel port interface for turning the 
correct shutter on. The shutters are actually driven by the 
shutter drivers (373) and the intervening ?lter (375) and so the 
PC just outputs a high-level to indicate that the glasses for that 
person should be used and the high is routed either to the left 
eye or the right eye interface. Thus, personA has a stereo pair. 
Each eye saW an image for l/12sth of a second and the entire 
process took 1/6oth of a second. The PC noW sWitches the mux 
over to position B and the mux is left there for 1/60th of a 
second Which is long enough for a full video image 
(1280.times.1024) to get routed to the projector. In the midst 
of this frame, of course, the GDC3 again inserts an additional 
vertical sync pulse and sWitches the drive signal again and this 
occurs at the half-Way point so tWo images of 1280 horiZontal 
by 492 vertical Will be displayed by the projector on the 
immersive Work bench. The PC gets the same information as 
before, but as the mux is in position B, routes the control 
signals for the glasses over to the glasses belonging to person 
B by controlling the drivers (371 and 370). That essentially 
concludes the rendering of a single frame for both people. 
Each person saW an image in each of their eyes for l/12oth of 
second, i.e., 1/6oth of a second each, so, overall, the update rate 
is 30 hertz because each person gets 1/6oth and tWo 60th’s is 
1/30th. 
We move noW to an alternate con?guration Which permits 

one to reach display rates Which are higher than 30 hertZ 
stereo Which is a little ?ickery. 

FIG. 4 shoWs a projector and glasses con?guration Which 
enables high-resolution multi-person stereo With high frame 
rates. This system is composed of tWo frame buffers or other 
video sources Which generally Would come from a computer 
such as a Silicon Graphics Reality Engine or some other type 
of graphics Workstation or personal computer. These are rep 
resented by the areas shoWn as 401 and 402. These frame 
buffers are connected to tWo independent projectors. Frame 
buffer (401) is connected to projector (403). This projector 
Will display the image from frame buffer (401) on the display 
surface (420). The projector is mounted so that the image 
appears on the projection surface after passing through the 
shutters (405A, 405B, and 405C). These shutters could be 
con?gured as a single panel; current off the shelf shutters are 
available up to approximately 4" in diameter. 

Frame buffer (402) is interfaced to projector (404) Whose 
image passes through shutters (410A, B, and C) on its Way to 
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8 
display (420). The images from the frame buffers (401 and 
402) displayed by the projectors on the display surface may 
be driven in stereo from each of the frame buffers so that the 
projectors are running at a vertical frequency higher than 
normal and displaying alternate frames of left and right eye 
imagery. The images from the tWo projectors are aligned onto 
the display surface (420) and When the system is in operation, 
the person A looking through glasses (430) Will only be able 
to see the image from projectorA and the personusing glasses 
(440) Will only be able to see the image from projector (404). 
In practice, there Will be some bleed-through of both the 
glasses and the shutters so that the images seen by eachperson 
Will also include some slight visual “shadoWs” Where the 
other image is being displayed. This may be improved by 
improving the contrast ratio of the various optical shutters and 
by improving the off-axis performance of the various shutters 
and the performance of the projectors. The sync signal from 
each of the frame buffers is fed to a personal computer Which 
monitors the position of each projector relative to the top of 
the picture by countingA sync and B sync as required. In fact, 
the PC may easily be replaced by a custom controller, or a 
microcomputer, or processor of some kind. In this system, the 
personal computer (450) controls the state of the various 
shutters through parallel port interface (460). This interface 
alloWs the personal computer to control the shutters for pro 
jectorA (405 A, B, and C) Which are driven by driver (480). 
The images from projector B also pass through shutters (410 
A, B, and C). These shutters are controlled by the PC through 
the parallel port interface and driver (470). The PC also con 
trols the state of each of the lenses in the glasses (430 and 
440). This is done by the drive circuitry (490 and 495). In 
operation, the shutters for projector A and projector B are 
driven at a fast rate so that the images coming from the 
projectors are simultaneously displayed on the immersive 
Workbench from an external point of vieW. So, if you Were to 
look at the table Without the glasses on you Would see both the 
left and right eye images from both frame bufferA and frame 
buffer B on the table. The shutters in front of each projector 
are turning on and off very quickly (>100 HZ) in order to 
modulate the light coming from the projector and hitting the 
table. They are modulating the light in a Ping-Pong fashion so 
that any instant in time, only one of the tWo images Will 
actually be on the table. The shutters are thus being driven 
much quicker than the vertical frequency of the tWo projec 
tors. This frequency is someWhat adjustable. It is obviously 
impractical for this to be less than 30 hertZ because otherWise 
one might as Well use the con?guration shoWn in FIG. 3 
Which uses only one projector instead of tWo. Of course, if 
one had a special projector Which could shoW images at a very 
high rate, then one could eliminate the shutters 405ABC and 
410ABC. The rest of the design Would stay essentially the 
same. 

FIG. 5 shoWs the various states of the shutters in the system 
shoWn in FIG. 4 over time. The ?rst cycle of the sequence is 
for person A to see the left and right eye images Which are 
appropriate. Following this, the second person, Person B, sees 
the left and right eye images from their respective points of 
vieW. This is accomplished in the folloWing manner. Time in 
the ?gures runs from left to right. In this ?gure, time “starts” 
at the transition from opaque to clear of the shutters in front of 
projectorA. This start of the sequence is shoWn by the marker 
(500). Time in the ?gure runs to the right and the state of the 
various shutters is indicated by the line to the right of the name 
of the shutter and the folloWing shutters are shoWn: 591 
indicates the shutters that are located in front of the projection 
lenses for the projector corresponding to person A. 592 is 
representative of the shutters Which are positioned in front of 
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the lenses of projector B. 593 represents the state of the 
shutters in front of the personA over their left eye. 594 is for 
the shutter over Person A’s right eye. 595 is over Person B’s 
left eye, and 596 is over Person B’s right eye. The exact 
ordering of the states for shutters 593 through 596 is actually 
dependent upon Which eye image is draWn in the frame buffer 
is What position; thus, if one Were to draW the images differ 
ently in the frame buffers, one Would need to adjust the timing 
of the shutters accordingly. This particular con?guration Was 
chosen someWhat arbitrarily. As time progresses, the states of 
the shutters are changed by the controller and the state of each 
shutter is indicated by the line and a high state indicates that 
the shutter is clear. A loW state indicates that that shutter is 
opaque. The transitions from clear to opaque, or opaque to 
clear, are not instantaneous, in general, and take some time. In 
fact, shutters may be designed Which have unbalanced tran 
sitions as shoWn in this diagram Where for the shutters in front 
of the projectors, the transition from opaque to clear is very 
quick, and the transition from clear to opaque is someWhat 
sloWer. The system Which We have constructed uses a differ 
ent shutter material for the glasses than it does for the proj ec 
tors. The shutter material for the glasses can be manufactured 
only in small shutters Which are too small for use directly in 
front of the lenses for a projector. HoWever, it is possible in the 
future that this siZe limitation Will be lifted, in Which case the 
transition time for both shutters over the projector and those 
over the glasses Would be more instantaneous and this Would 
simplify the system’s design and increase the overall e?i 
ciency. As time progresses from the start of the cycle at 500 to 
505, the shutter in front of the projector for personA (591) is 
clear and the image from the projector Will reach the display 
screen. Also during this time, the shutter in front of personA’ s 
left eye shutter (593) is also turned on and the person’ s left eye 
Will see the image from proj ectorA. In the next instant (510), 
the shutter for proj ectorA is still on so 591, as you can see, is 
still high, 593 is turned off, and the person’s left eye can noW 
no longer see the display and the shutter for the person’s right 
eye (594) has been turned on and can noW see the display. At 
this point in time, of course, it is expected that the image from 
the frame buffer Which person’ s right eye should be seeing, is 
being fed to the display to the projector. In the next instant 
(520), the shutters for the projectorA are being turned off and 
this transition occurs over a small time period and someWhere 
during this time period the glasses for person A should be 
completely turned off, as shoWn in the ?gure. Thus, at the end 
of time period (520), the proj ectorA shutters are completely 
off, as are both left and right eye shutters for person A. In the 
next instant (530), projector shutters (592) are turned on, thus 
alloWing light from projector B to How to the display. The 
shutters for the glasses A are left off and the shutters for the B 
person are adjusted. In the ?rst instant, shutter (595) is turned 
on and person B’s left eye sees the left eye image. At the end 
of this instant the shutter for the person B’s left eye (595) is 
turned off and in the next instant (540), the glasses for person 
B Will sWitch over to the right eye so that shutter (596) is on 
and (595) is off. The shutter for the projector B (592) is left on. 
During instant (550), the shutters for projector B are turned 
off and at some point during this interval the shutter for person 
B’s right eye (596) is also turned off. Thus, at the end oftime 
period 50, We are noW back at the same point as We Were at the 

beginning of the ?gure and starting at 560, the sequence 
Which started originally at 500 Would be repeated ad in?ni 
tum. This sequence can be repeated as quickly as it is possible 
to sWitch the shutters With reasonable losses. As you can Well 
imagine, the transition time of the projector shutters, shoWn 
here in time period 520, and 550, Will become the dominant 
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period as the frequency of repetition is increased. These tran 
sition times limit the maximum possible ef?ciency of the 
system. 

FIG. 6 illustrates a signi?cant ef?ciency improvement over 
FIG. 5. As mentioned in reference to FIG. 5, the sWitching 
time of the shutters for the projectors heavily in?uences the 
achievable ef?ciency of the system as shoWn. In order to 
increase the ef?ciency of the system, We can take advantage 
of the fact that the shutters in front of the projectors are 
asymmetric and that this asymmetry in turn on/turn off time 
may be set up so that it either happens on the on to off 
transition or on the off to on transition. But setting up the 
projectors With projector A having a fast on time and a sloW 
off time and projector B having a fast off time and a sloW on 
time, We can improve the overall ef?ciency of the system, as 
shoWn in FIG. 6. 
At time (600), projector A turns on and projector B turns 

off. This occurs fairly quickly and projectorA is left on and 
projector B is left off until time (601). At time (601), the 
transition for project A is begun as is the transition for pro 
jector B. By the end of this time period at (602), projector B 
is noW on and projectorA is noW off. This time is duly used for 
the transition of both projectors resulting in an e?iciency. At 
the end of time period (603), We again sWitch Which projector 
is on, and, as both shutters are in the state from Which they can 
sWitch quickly, this transition is fairly fast. The con?guration 
shoWn in FIG. 5 results in the folloWing sequence, Which, as 
you can see, takes longer. ProjectorA and B use the same type 
of shutter Which has a fast on time and a sloW off time. At 
instant (610) projector A is turned on as B has turned com 
pletely off. At (611), We start the transition for projector A 
from on to off, and at (612), projector B is turned fully on noW 
that projectorA is fully off. At (613), We begin the transition 
for projector B turning off and at (614), We again turn pro 
jector A back on again. As you can see, this sequence takes 
longer than the sequence Where the asymmetric shutter turn 
on, turn off curves have been used to our advantage. 

FIG. 7 illustrates the combination of the increased e?i 
ciency as described in FIG. 6 With the states of the glasses for 
the tWo vieWers. 791 is the state of the shutters in front of 
ProjectorA. 792 is the state of the shutters in front of Projector 
B. 793 and 794 are the states of the left andright shutters in the 
glasses for personA. 795 and 796 are the states of the shutters 
for the left and right eyes of person B. Time starts at mark 700 
and proceeds right to left to 750 at Which point the sequence 
is repeated. In time 705, The left vieW from projector A is 
seen. In duration 710 the right vieW for person A is seen. In 
duration 720 the transition from projector A to projector B is 
made and all glasses are off. In duration 730 the left eye vieW 
of B is seen. In duration 740 the right eye vieW of B is seen. As 
you can see, there is a lot less “dead” time in this ?gure than 
in FIG. 5 by overlapping the transitions of the projector shut 
ters, a more e?icient system is achieved. 

FIG. 8 illustrates the system timing With four independent 
vieWers using four projectors. The projectors are continu 
ously projecting sequential stereo images and shutters 
betWeen the projectors and the display surface determine 
Which of the four projectors is illuminating the screen at any 
instant in time. Time in the ?gure starts at 800 and runs to the 
right. During time 810 proj ectorA 801 is enabled and the left 
eye 811 of the A glasses is on. During time 820 projector A 
801 is enabled and the right eye 812 of the A glasses is on. 
During time 830 the transition is made from proj ectorA 801 
to projector B 802. During time 840 projector B 802 is 
enabled and the left eye 821 of the B glasses is on. During 
time 850 projector B 802 is enabled and the right eye 822 of 
the B glasses is on. During time 860 projector C 803 is 
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enabled and the left eye 831 of the C glasses is on. During 
time 870 projector C 803 is enabled and the right eye 832 of 
the C glasses is on. During time 880 the transition is made 
from projector C 803 to projector D 804. During time 890 
projector D 804 is enabled and the left eye 841 of the D 
glasses is on. During time 895 projector D 804 is enabled and 
the right eye 842 of the D glasses is on. Thus at time 899 We 
are back at the start of the sequence. Four independent stereo 
VieWs have been presented to four independent VieWers. 

We claim: 
1. A stereoscopic display system comprising: 
at least one projector, each of the at least one projectors 

having a shutter; 
a ?rst pair of stereoscopic shutter glasses for use by a ?rst 

VieWer; 
a second pair of stereoscopic shutter glasses for use by a 

second VieWer; 

12 
a computer programmed to generate a ?rst set of images 

and a second set of images, the ?rst set of images being 
generated to correspond to the position of the ?rst 
VieWer, the second set of images being generated to 
correspond to the position of the second VieWer, the ?rst 
and second set of images to be projected by the projector, 
and 

a controlling unit Which controls the optical transparency 
of shutters for the at least one projector, the ?rst pair of 
glasses and the second pair of glasses; said controlling 
unit operating in conjunction With the computer to con 
trol each projector shutter, the ?rst pair of glas ses and the 
second pair of glasses so that the ?rst pair of glasses is 
stereoscopically transparent When the ?rst set of images 
is projected, and the second pair of glasses is stereo 
scopically transparent When the second set of images is 
projected. 
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